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Abstract. We extensively study the evolution and distinct signatures of cosmological mod-
els, in which dark energy interacts directly with dark matter. We first focus on the imprints
of these coupled models on the cosmic microwave background temperature power spectrum,
in which we discuss the multipole peak separation together with the integrated Sachs–Wolfe
effect. We also address the growth of matter perturbations, and disentangle the interact-
ing dark energy models using the expansion history together with the growth history. We
find that a disformal coupling between dark matter and dark energy induces intermediate–
scales and time–dependent damped oscillatory features in the matter growth rate function,
a unique characteristic of this coupling. Apart from the disformal coupling, we also consider
conformally coupled models, together with models which simultaneously make use of both
couplings.
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1 Introduction
A plethora of cosmological observations are in agreement that our Universe is undergoing
an era of accelerated expansion, as confirmed first by observations of supernovae at high
redshift [1, 2]. The theoretical understanding of this scientific milestone remains one of the
most important open challenges in modern cosmology. Assuming the validity of General
Relativity at the largest observed scales, the late–time accelerated expansion of the Universe
can not be explained by standard matter which satisfies the strong energy condition. Instead,
a cosmic fluid with a generous negative value of pressure to energy density ratio is needed
to drive this accelerated cosmic expansion. This new energy species is dubbed dark energy.
According to the current cosmological observations, dark energy is the major constituent of
the present energy budget of the Universe, making up approximately sixty–nine percent [3]
of the overall energy content in the Universe.
In its simplest form, dark energy could be conveniently provided by a non–dynamical
positive cosmological constant which peculiarly started to dominate the energy budget of
the Universe only recently. This gave rise to the concordance Λ–cold dark matter (ΛCDM)
cosmological model which is in excellent agreement with all current data. According to
cosmological observations, the cosmological constant Λ needs to be very small. The corre-
sponding energy density is of the order of a few meV4, which is very small compared to
energy scales expected from particle physics. More general dynamical forms of energy are
allowed by data, for instance one can consider the extensively studied quintessence models
[4–6]. In these models, the accelerated expansion of the Universe is driven by the dynamics
of a scalar field. At late–times, the evolution of the scalar field is primarily dominated by
the potential energy rather than its kinetic energy, and the corresponding mass of the field
will typically be of the order of 10−33 eV.
The other constituent of the unknown dark sector of the Universe is in the form of cold
non–baryonic dark matter, which together with dark energy make up ninety–five percent of
the total energy of the Universe. Thus, we are now faced by another challenge of the so called
coincidence problem, which deals with the puzzle of having the current energy densities of
the dark sector elements with the same order of magnitude. The ΛCDM model is not able
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to address this issue, although the tracking nature [7] of quintessence models goes some way
towards the resolution of this problem.
Moreover, dark energy and dark matter are usually assumed to be non–interacting and
independent components of the dark sector. However, in light of the exotic nature of the
dark sector, there is no fundamental reason to suppress or even forbid this direct coupling.
For instance, from solar system [8] and laboratory [9, 10] tests, we know that a coupling
between the baryonic sector, which amounts to five percent of the total energy budget of
the Universe, and dark energy is severely constrained, although this does not follow for the
dark matter species. Several consequences, including the variation of the electromagnetic
fine–structure constant [11], the rotation in the direction of the polarization of light [12],
spectral distortions of the cosmic microwave background radiation [13, 14], and the emission
of Cherenkov and bremsstrahlung radiation from charged particles [15] have been studied in
the literature. Thus, in order to avoid such rigid constraints, we will be considering a coupled
quintessence [16] cosmological model in which the standard model particles are uncoupled
from the dark sector interaction. Several couplings of this type have been proposed in the
literature (see for e.g. Ref. [17] for a review) and their cosmological consequences have been
thoroughly studied [18–41].
In this work, we will be focusing on a coupled quintessence model in which cold dark
matter is coupled with the dark energy scalar field via a conformal and a disformal interaction
[35], both of which will be explicitly specified in section 2. The conformal interaction term
is the well–known conformal transformation widely used as a solution–generating technique,
and characterises the Jordan–Fierz–Brans–Dicke class of scalar–tensor theories [42]. The
disformal coupling term [43] brings along intriguing features which distinguishes it from
the pure conformal coupling term, such as the distortion of light cones. The disformal
coupling term features in the most general four–dimensional second order scalar–tensor theory
[33, 44, 45], defined by the Horndeski Lagrangian [46], as well as in non–linear massive gravity
theories [47, 48].
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we introduce our generalized
coupled quintessence model and present the dynamical equations governing its background
evolution. In sections 3 and 4, we address the implications of the coupling between the
dark sector elements on the cosmic microwave background temperature power spectrum. We
first study the temperature power spectrum peak separation using an analytical approach in
section 3, in which we compare coupled models with the ΛCDM model and study any devi-
ations from this model. The contribution of the integrated Sachs–Wolfe effect to the cosmic
microwave background temperature power spectrum arising from the coupled quintessence
models is discussed in section 4. We then turn our attention to the growth history, and
present distinctive features of the matter growth rate function in section 5, together with a
discussion on the scale–dependence and time–dependence of the matter growth rate function.
The small–scale limit of the perturbation equations is studied in section 6, along with ana-
lytical solutions of the coupled dark matter density contrast at four non–trivial fixed points.
We draw our final remarks and prospective lines of research in section 7. In Appendix A, we
present the coupled quintessence perturbation equations for a generic coupled perfect fluid,
covering both the synchronous gauge and the Newtonian gauge.
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2 The model and its background dynamics
The Einstein frame description of our scalar–tensor theory is given by the following action:
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2Pl
2
R− 1
2
gµν∂µφ∂νφ− V (φ) + LSM
]
+
∫
d4x
√
−g˜L˜DM (g˜µν , ψ) , (2.1)
where M−2Pl ≡ 8piG such that MPl = 2.4×1018 GeV is the reduced Planck mass. Dark energy
(DE) is described by a quintessence scalar field φ, with a potential V (φ). The uncoupled
standard model (SM) particles are described by the Lagrangian LSM , which includes a rel-
ativistic sector (r), and a baryon sector (b). Particle quanta of the dark matter (DM) fields
ψ, follow the geodesics defined by the metric
g˜µν = C(φ)gµν +D(φ) ∂µφ∂νφ , (2.2)
with C(φ), D(φ) being the conformal and disformal coupling functions, respectively. Through-
out this paper we will not be considering a dependence of these functions on the kinetic term
X = −12gµν∂µφ∂νφ, although one can extend our results to this more general case [49].
Moreover, the action presented in Eq. (2.1) describes our model in the Einstein frame, which
we define to be the frame in which the gravitational sector has the Einstein–Hilbert form,
and SM particles are not interacting directly with the quintessence field. Thus, a coupling
between DM and DE is induced from the modification of the gravitational field experienced
by the DM particles, by the DE scalar field.
We now present the field equations computed from the variation of the action (2.1) with
respect to the metric gµν . In this cosmological model, the Einstein field equations take the
usual form
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR = κ
2
(
T φµν + T
SM
µν + T
DM
µν
)
, (2.3)
where κ2 ≡ M−2Pl , and the energy–momentum tensors of the scalar field, SM particles, and
DM particles are defined by
T φµν = ∂µφ∂νφ − gµν
(
1
2
gρσ∂ρφ∂σφ + V (φ)
)
,
TSMµν = −
2√−g
δ
(√−gLSM)
δgµν
, TDMµν = −
2√−g
δ
(√−g˜L˜DM)
δgµν
,
(2.4)
respectively. The non–conservation of the scalar field energy–momentum tensor implies the
following relation
2φ = V,φ −Q , (2.5)
where V,φ ≡ dV/dφ, and the coupling function is given by
Q =
C,φ
2C
TDM +
D,φ
2C
TµνDM∇µφ∇νφ−∇µ
[
D
C
TµνDM∇νφ
]
, (2.6)
with TDM being the trace of T
µν
DM , which, as a consequence of the Bianchi identities, satisfies
a modified conservation equation
∇µTDMµν = Q∇νφ . (2.7)
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Since SM particles are not interacting directly with the quintessence field, their energy–
momentum tensor obeys the standard conservation equation
∇µTSMµν = 0 . (2.8)
We consider all species in this model to be described by a perfect fluid energy–momentum
tensor
Tµνi = (ρi + pi)u¯
µu¯ν + pig
µν , (2.9)
where the index i runs over all the constituents making up the dark and visible sectors.
Moreover, we denote the zeroth–order four–velocity of the fluid by u¯µ, and the Einstein
frame SM and DM fluid’s energy density and pressure by ρi and pi, respectively.
We now consider the background evolution of our model in a standard flat Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric, defined by the line element
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν = a2(τ)
[−dτ2 + δijdxidxj] , (2.10)
where a(τ) is the cosmological scale factor with conformal time τ . In this setting, the modified
Klein–Gordon equation, given by Eq. (2.5), simplifies to
φ′′ + 2Hφ′ + a2V,φ = a2Q , (2.11)
the fluid conservation equations reduce to
ρ′r + 4Hρr = 0 , (2.12)
ρ′b + 3Hρb = 0 , (2.13)
ρ′c + 3Hρc = −Qφ′ , (2.14)
and the Friedmann equations take their usual form
H2 = κ
2
3
a2 (ρφ + ρb + ρr + ρc) , (2.15)
H′ = −κ
2
6
a2 (ρφ + 3pφ + ρb + 2ρr + ρc) . (2.16)
We denote coupled DM by a subscript c, a conformal time derivative by a prime, and the
conformal Hubble parameter by H = a′/a. The scalar field’s energy density and pressure
have the usual forms of ρφ = φ
′2/
(
2a2
)
+ V (φ) and pφ = ρφ − 2V (φ), respectively. The
coupling function for a generic coupled perfect fluid with an equation of state wc, as defined
by Eq. (2.6), simplifies to [13]
Q = −
a2C,φ (1− 3wc) +D,φφ′2 − 2D
(
C,φ
C φ
′2 + a2V,φ + 3H (1 + wc)φ′
)
2
[
a2C +D
(
a2ρc − φ′2
)] ρc . (2.17)
This simplifies considerably in the pure conformal case to
Q(c) = −1
2
(lnC),φ (1− 3wc) ρc , (2.18)
in which the coupling function becomes proportional to the energy density of the coupled
matter component.
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Figure 1: These figures show the redshift evolution of weffc , w
eff
φ − wφ, and the deceleration
parameter q, as defined in section 2. The couplings and scalar field potential are defined in
Eq. (2.19). For the conformal case we set α = 0.2 (top left), for the disformal case we choose
β = 0, and DM = 0.43 meV
−1 (top right), and for the mixed case we use α = 0.2, β = 0,
and DM = 0.43 meV
−1 (bottom). In all cases we set λ = 1.15, and depict the abscissa by a
dashed line.
To be concrete, in this paper the functional form of the couplings and scalar field
potential are chosen to be as follows
C(φ) = e2ακφ , D(φ) = D4Me
2βκφ , V (φ) = V 40 e
−λκφ , (2.19)
where α, DM , β, V0, and λ are constants.
We can quantify how the coupled DM dilutes with the expansion by rewriting the
conservation equation (2.14) in terms of a coupling induced effective equation of state for
DM
ρ′c
ρc
+ 3H
(
1 + weffc
)
= 0 , weffc =
Qφ′
3Hρc . (2.20)
Similarly, for the scalar field with a pressure to energy density ratio wφ, we can derive an
effective equation of state
weffφ = wφ −
ρc
ρφ
weffc . (2.21)
Hence, when weffc > 0, DM dilutes faster than in the standard case of a
−3, and furthermore
weffφ < wφ, enhancing the accelerated expansion of the Universe. Conversely, the opposite
mechanism takes place when weffc < 0, leading to an energy flow from DE to DM. We
illustrate the evolution of these effective equations of state together with the deceleration
parameter q(z) = −H′/H2, for three distinct cases in Fig. 1. As expected, the models
under consideration give q(z) < 0 at late–times, leading to a speeding up of the expansion
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of the Universe, whereas the models give q(z) > 0 at an earlier epoch, meaning that the
expansion was slowed down in the past. As depicted in Fig. 1, the transition redshift is model
dependent, although the differences from one model to another are small and depend on the
choice of parameters for each respective model. The conformal coupling strength parameter
was exaggerated (since cosmological observations forbid such large values [34, 39, 41]) in order
to point out that when one introduces a disformal coupling, the energy transfer attributed
to the conformal coupling is significantly suppressed. One might think that this makes the
model more consistent with cosmological observations, although at the perturbation level,
such a model would be in tension with current observations due to an anomalous enhancement
in the growth of matter perturbations. We will discuss the evolution of the perturbations in
the sections that follow, together with their effects on cosmological observations.
3 An estimation of the separation of CMB peaks
We here estimate the spacing between the peaks in the cosmic microwave background (CMB)
temperature power spectrum using only the background evolution of our interacting DE
model. It is convenient to define an effective non–interacting DE perfect fluid with energy
density ρDE,eff, and an effective equation of state w
eff
DE [50], which satisfies the standard
conservation equation
ρ′DE,eff + 3H
(
1 + weffDE
)
ρDE,eff = 0 . (3.1)
Moreover, in the Friedmann equation, we shall consider a non–interacting DM component
H2 = κ
2
3
a2
(
ρDE,eff + ρb + ρr + ρc,oa
−3) , (3.2)
where ρc,o is the DM energy density today. By comparing Eq. (3.2) with Eq. (2.15), one can
easily observe that the evolution of the interacting DE and DM energy densities is absorbed
in ρDE,eff, which is given by
ρDE,eff = ρφ + ρc − ρc,oa−3 . (3.3)
By taking the conformal time derivative of Eq. (3.3), substituting Eq. (2.11) and Eq. (2.14),
and comparing the resultant equation with Eq. (3.1), one arrives to an expression for the
effective equation of state for this effective DE fluid [50]
weffDE =
pφ
ρDE,eff
. (3.4)
In order to estimate the spacing between the CMB peaks at different angular momenta l,
we use the approximation [51, 52]
∆l = pi
τo − τls
s
= pi
τo − τls
c¯sτls
, (3.5)
where τo and τls are the conformal time today and at last scattering, respectively. The sound
horizon at last scattering is denoted by s = c¯sτls, where the τ -averaged sound speed until
last scattering is given by
c¯s = τ
−1
ls
∫ τls
0
cs dτ , (3.6)
with the standard sound speed
c−2s = 3 +
9
4
ρb
ργ
, (3.7)
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Figure 2: This is a contour plot of the peak separation ∆l, illustrating conformal models
with λ = 0.5 (), 1.0 (), 1.7 (4) as a function of w effDE and Ω
ls
DE,eff, with a
−1
ls = 1099.52 and
c¯s = 0.515. From right to left, the consecutive points for every choice of λ depict conformal
models with α = 0.2, 0.15, 0.1, 0.05, 0.03, 0.01, 0. The ΛCDM model peak separation is
shown by the dashed contour.
where ρb/ργ is the baryon to photon energy density ratio. We now estimate analytically
τo and τls. For the latter, we consider the interval 0 ≤ τ ≤ τls, in which we assume that
the fraction of the effective DE ΩDE,eff(τ), does not change rapidly for a considerable period
before decoupling. Thus, we can define an effective average
Ω
ls
DE,eff = τ
−1
ls
∫ τls
0
ΩDE,eff (τ) dτ , (3.8)
with which we can approximate ΩDE,eff(τ) during this period. By solving the Friedmann
equation (3.2), one arrives to an expression for the conformal time at last scattering
τls = 2H
−1
0
(
1− ΩlsDE,eff
Ωb,o + Ωc,o
) 1
2
[(
als +
Ωr,o
Ωb,o + Ωc,o
) 1
2
−
(
Ωr,o
Ωb,o + Ωc,o
) 1
2
]
, (3.9)
where H0 is the Hubble constant, als is the cosmological scale factor at last scattering, and
Ωb,o, Ωc,o, and Ωr,o are the baryon, DM, and relativistic abundances today. We now estimate
the conformal time today by considering the interval 0 ≤ τ ≤ τo. We define an averaged
effective equation of state for the effective DE perfect fluid with energy density ρDE,eff, as
follows
w effDE =
∫ τo
0 ΩDE,eff(τ)w
eff
DE(τ)dτ∫ τo
0 ΩDE,eff(τ)dτ
. (3.10)
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Figure 3: This is a contour plot of the peak separation ∆l, illustrating disformal models with
λ = 0.5 (), 1.0 (), 1.7 (4) and β = 0 as a function of w effDE and Ω
ls
DE,eff, with a
−1
ls = 1099.38
and c¯s = 0.516. For each choice of λ, the consecutive points starting from the Ω
ls
DE,eff –axis,
depict disformal models with DM = 0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 1 meV
−1.
The ΛCDM model peak separation is shown by the dashed contour.
Thus, for the whole evolution, we estimate the effective equation of state of the effective DE
perfect fluid by a constant averaged effective equation of state. From the Friedmann equation
(3.2), one arrives to an expression for the conformal time today
τo = 2H
−1
0 F , (3.11)
where
F = 1
2
∫ 1
0
(
Ωφ,oa
1−3w effDE + Ωb,oa+ Ωr,o + Ωc,oa
)− 1
2
da , (3.12)
with Ωφ,o being the DE fraction today. Hence, the CMB peak separation can be estimated
by
∆l = pic¯−1s
F
(
Ωb,o + Ωc,o
1− ΩlsDE,eff
) 1
2
[(
als +
Ωr,o
Ωb,o + Ωc,o
) 1
2
−
(
Ωr,o
Ωb,o + Ωc,o
) 1
2
]−1
− 1
 .
(3.13)
We have used the above approach with conformal, disformal, and mixed coupling models,
in which we found that this estimation is in very good agreement with the numerical cal-
culations. We compared our estimation with the averaged peak separation over six peaks
computed in CLASS [53] using the full perturbation equations presented in Appendix A.
Indeed, we have checked that when the optimal choice of als is chosen for a specific model,
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Figure 4: This is a contour plot of the peak separation ∆l, illustrating mixed models with
β = 0 and λ = 0.5 (), 1.0 (), 1.7 (4) together with models characterised by β = 0.8 and λ =
1.0 (∗) as a function of w effDE and Ω
ls
DE,eff, with a
−1
ls = 1096.04 and c¯s = 0.515. From left to right
(in a counter–clockwise direction for the points denoted by a 4), the consecutive points for
every choice of λ and β depict mixed models with α = 0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25.
For all models, we set DMV0 = 1. The ΛCDM model peak separation is shown by the dashed
contour.
the determination of ∆l is . 10−3 percent, and of τo and τls is . 2 − 3 percent. In Figures
2-4 we present contour plots of the CMB peak separation as a function of w effDE and Ω
ls
DE,eff
for several parameter choices for the conformal, disformal, and mixed models, respectively.
Since every model will have a different value of als and c¯s, we have chosen the optimal values
of als (∼ 1100−1) and c¯s (∼ 0.52) which give the minimal departure from the exact numerical
results. The other cosmological parameters have been set to the best fit values reported in
Ref. [3]. In each contour plot, we show the ΛCDM peak spacing by a dashed contour.
One can easily notice that the CMB spacing is a robust probe for conformal models,
since a larger conformal coupling parameter produces a more pronounced deviation from the
ΛCDM model which currently fits the data very well. Thus, the conformal coupling parameter
is easily constrained from the temperature power spectrum of the CMB (see for example Ref.
[32, 34, 39, 41]). Indeed, the alteration of the amplitude and the shift of the CMB acoustic
peaks to larger multipole moments could be significant as one increases the conformal coupling
strength parameter. On the other hand, both the disformal as well as the mixed models are
very hard to disentangle from the ΛCDM model as the CMB peak separation of these models
does not deviate significantly from that predicted in the concordance model. Thus, we expect
that the parameter space of disformal and mixed models will not be constrained very well
from the temperature power spectrum of the CMB alone.
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Figure 5: These figures show the relative difference of H1, H2, and H3 to the ΛCDM model
for conformally coupled models with coupling and potential functions as defined in Eq. (2.19).
The slope of the potential has been set to λ = 0.5 (left) and to λ = 1.0 (right).
Another important difference between a purely conformal model and the other interact-
ing models with a disformal coupling, is that in a conformal model the contribution of the
effective DE at last scattering Ω
ls
DE,eff, can be much larger than that in the other models. In
conformal models, this non–negligible contribution is coming from the fact that DE starts to
contribute even at the time of recombination, thus altering the proportions of DM, baryons
and radiation at decoupling. On the other hand, when a disformal coupling is present, the
evolution of DM, baryons and radiation follow standard quintessence dynamics for the ma-
jority of the cosmic history, and only at very late–times the coupling switches on and modifies
the dynamics. These different evolutions of the conformal and the disformal couplings are
also behind the fact that conformal models are characterised by a positive Ω
ls
DE,eff, whereas
a disformal coupling tends to be associated with a negative Ω
ls
DE,eff. Furthermore, one can
assert that conformal models occupy the first quadrant of the w effDE − Ω
ls
DE,eff plane with re-
spect to the origin located at the ΛCDM model, whereas disformal and mixed models are
situated in the third quadrant of the same plane, with a slight overlap between conformal
and disformal models in the second quadrant.
4 The ISW effect in interacting dark energy models
We here consider the imprint of interacting DE models on the integrated Sachs–Wolfe (ISW)
effect [54] in the CMB temperature power spectrum which boosts the power at low multipoles.
The ISW effect gives a non–zero contribution to the CMB fluctuations whenever the large–
scale gravitational potential is time evolving. Thus, this secondary source of CMB anisotropy
will not contribute during the matter dominated era, although it will be present after CMB
decoupling, and at the very recent times when the expansion of the Universe starts to be
dominated by DE. In order to distinguish these interacting DE models from the concordance
model, we consider the height of the first three acoustic peaks of the CMB temperature power
spectrum relative to the power at l = 10 by
Hi =
(
∆Tli
∆T10
)2
, (4.1)
with i = {1, 2, 3}, and (∆Tli)2 = li (li + 1)Cli/2pi, where Cli is the power spectrum of the
multipole moments of the temperature field at peak position li [55]. We compare several
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Figure 6: These figures show the relative difference of H1, H2, and H3 to the ΛCDM model
for disformally coupled models (left) and mixed coupled models (right) with coupling and
potential functions as defined in Eq. (2.19). For the disformal model (left) we set α = 0.0
and λ = 1.0, and for the mixed model (right) we use α = 0.2 and λ = 1.0. In both cases we
use the relation DMV0 = 1.
interacting DE models with the ΛCDM model with identical Hubble constant, spectral index,
baryon density, and DM fraction, by the the relative difference of Hi to the ΛCDM model.
We denote this difference by ∆Hi/HΛ, in which we first determine the parameters Hi in the
interacting DE model from the CMB spectra, and compare them with those of the ΛCDM
model. We illustrate two conformal models in Fig. 5, and a disformal together with a mixed
case in Fig. 6. In order to distinguish these interacting DE models from the concordance
model, we need the relative difference of Hi to be comparable with the dominant uncertainty
(∼ 30%) [56] arising from cosmic variance at l = 10. One can overcome this difficulty coming
from a direct measurement of the ISW effect, for instance, by cross–correlating the CMB
temperature power spectrum with some tracers of the large–scale structure of the Universe
[57, 58].
An immediate observation from the examples presented in Fig. 5 and in Fig. 6, is that
both a conformal and a disformal coupling in the dark sector of the Universe are hardly dis-
tinguishable from the ΛCDM model, particularly when a disformal coupling is present. For a
pure conformal coupling, the relative difference from the ΛCDM model increases significantly
up to ∼ 20 percent as the coupling strength is enhanced, whereas for disformal and mixed
couplings the discrepancy to the Λ case stays at the order of a few percent even when the dis-
formal coupling strength is increased considerably. Moreover, a conformal coupling together
with a disformal coupling tend to decrease the relative difference of Hi when compared with
the pure disformal coupling model, as shown in Fig. 6. Finally, in conformally coupled mod-
els we can see that H2 is the best estimator, whereas H1 gives the largest discrepancy from
the ΛCDM model for the disformally and mixed coupled models, identical to what has been
reported for standard quintessence in Ref. [59]. As already mentioned, these best estimators
of the ISW effect which give rise to the largest discrepancy between the interacting DE model
and the concordance model, are still not able to produce a detectable signature due to the
cosmic variance uncertainty.
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Figure 7: This figure shows the expansion history H/H0, against the matter growth history
fmσ8, at wave number k = 0.1hMpc
−1. For the conformal model we set α = 0.05, for the
disformal model we choose DM = 0.43 meV
−1 and β = 0, and we use the same parameters
in the mixed model. We set λ = 1 in all the models. We depict three specific locations of
the redshift along each curve by a +, ∗, ◦ corresponding to z = 0.5, 1, 2, respectively.
5 Imprints on the growth history
In this section we discuss the growth history of these interacting DE models. We consider
the matter growth rate function defined by
fm =
d ln δm
d ln a
=
δ′m
Hδm , (5.1)
where we define the matter density contrast by
δm =
ρbδb + ρcδc
ρb + ρc
, (5.2)
with δb, δc being the baryon and coupled DM density contrasts, respectively. In order to
distinguish between the interacting DE models, we consider a useful combination of the
product of the matter growth rate function fm, with the root mean square mass fluctuation
amplitude in spheres of radius 8h−1Mpc, σ8(z) [60]. In Fig. 7, we plot the expansion
history against the growth history, more specifically H/H0 against fm σ8, where H = a
−1H
and H0 = 100h km s
−1 Mpc−1. The redshift in Fig. 7 runs along the curves, such that it
monotonically decreases from top to bottom. Thus, by locating the same redshift on each
curve, one can determine if the expansion rate differs from one model to another. In this
figure we locate three different redshifts on each curve, and one can easily observe that at any
given redshift these models give a different value of H/H0, although the difference is small.
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Figure 8: These figures show the matter growth rate function fm (k, z∗) as a function of
the wave number k in hMpc−1 at the redshifts z∗ = 0.50, 0.52, 0.54, 0.56. The uncoupled
case is shown in the top left plot, the top right plot is the conformal case, the lower left plot
is the disformal case, and the lower right plot is the mixed case. The model parameters are
the same as in Fig. 7.
An important feature in Fig. 7 is the turnaround location, which is easily distinguishable
for each different model depicted in this figure. This turning point in each curve comes from
the fact that as the models enter the accelerating epoch, the growth rate is suppressed
with respect to its value in the matter dominated era. Although the expansion history of
these models might not be a suitable discriminator, the growth history at late–times turns
out to be more informative. For a given value of H/H0, one can determine if the growth
rate is enhanced or suppressed with respect to a specific model. Indeed, one can observe
that conformally coupled models tend to give an enhanced growth rate with respect to the
uncoupled case at all redshifts. On the other hand, models with a disformal coupling tend to
suppress the growth of structure when the coupling is still not active, and when the late–time
coupling starts to modify the cosmic evolution, the growth rate is enhanced, and overtakes
the growth rates of the uncoupled and the conformal models (see also Ref. [35]). One should
also remark that a mixed model tends to be characterised by the largest growth rate as both
couplings are contributing for this enhanced growth. This is an interesting feature of the
disformal coupling, which distinguishes it from the rest.
We now consider the evolution of fm(k, z) as a function of the wave number k, which
covers both the large–scales as well as the small–scales, at some particular redshifts. We
present the plots of this wave number evolution in Fig. 8, in which we illustrate four different
models, including standard quintessence together with the coupled models. As expected,
the growth rate in the standard quintessence model, can be regarded as being (nearly) k–
independent for the whole range of values being considered in this plot. On the other hand,
coupled models are characterised by an enhancement in the growth rate function on the small–
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Figure 9: These figures show the contour lines of the matter growth rate function fm (k, z)
as a function of the wave number log10 k in hMpc
−1 and redshift z. The uncoupled case is
shown in the top left plot, the top right plot is the conformal case, the lower left plot is the
disformal case, and the lower right plot is the mixed case. The model parameters are the
same as in Fig. 7.
scales when compared with the large–scales. In the conformal model, this is a well–known
characteristic (see for example Ref. [58, 61]) which is easily observed from the increase in
power in the matter power spectrum on small–scales. In this scenario, the increase in growth
rate on small–scales is a result of the fact that due to the coupling there is an increase in the
DM fraction in the past when compared with that in the uncoupled scenario, leading to an
earlier matter radiation equality. This implies that the wavelengths of the perturbations that
enter during the radiation dominated era are shorter, and therefore the turnaround of the
matter power spectrum moves to smaller scales and the small–scale amplitude of the matter
power spectrum is boosted. Another feature in the matter power spectrum is the change
in location and amplitude of the baryon acoustic oscillations peaks imprinted on the matter
power spectrum itself.
In interacting DE models which include a disformal coupling, the increase in the matter
growth rate function on small–scales is mainly due to the additional attractive force between
the DM particles as a result of their coupling. In section 6, we will find that on these scales, the
attractive force between the coupled DM particles is enhanced, leading to an increase in the
growth rate function. This also holds for the conformally coupled models, although disformal
couplings tend to be associated with a larger enhancement of this additional force. As a
consequence of this enhancement in the growth of structure on small–scales, the σ8(z = 0)
value is also expected to increase in these models. It would be worth exploring the model
parameters by, for example, a Markov chain Monte Carlo exploration in light of the growth
of structure constraints, although such work is postponed for future work [41].
In the presence of a disformal coupling, the matter growth rate function will be charac-
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Figure 10: These figures show the contour lines of the matter growth rate function fm (k, z)
as a function of the wave number log10 k in hMpc
−1 and redshift z. The top left plot is the
conformal case, the top right plot is the disformal case, and the lower plot is the mixed case.
The model parameters are the same as in Fig. 7.
terised by distinctive intermediate–scales and time–dependent damped oscillations attributed
to the dynamics of the coupling function itself. These peculiar features only occur when one
considers the disformal coupling, since these are not observed in standard quintessence or in
conformally coupled models. The oscillations in the matter growth rate function are present
when the disformal coupling starts to play an important role in the cosmic evolution, and thus
we expect these oscillations to be negligible at higher redshifts. Indeed, this is what happens,
as clearly shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, in which the oscillatory features are clearly visible
at z < 1, losing their significance even at z ' 1.5. Also, from these contour plots, one can
see that a disformal coupling induces a slight scale–dependence on the growth rate function.
This is expected due to the k–dependence of the perturbed coupling function δQ given in Eq.
(A2.11). Such time–dependent and scale–dependent characteristics in the matter growth rate
function could be probed by upcoming cosmological surveys, including emission–line–galaxy
surveys together with intensity mapping experiments [62], measuring the scale–dependence
of the matter power spectrum at several cosmic times [63].
6 The small–scale limit of perturbations
We now discuss the Newtonian limit of the generic perturbation equations presented in
Appendix A for a coupled barotropic pressureless fluid scenario. For this analysis, we neglect
the anisotropic stress contribution in the field equations, leading to Ψ = Φ. In the small–
scale limit λˆ = H/k  1, the evolution equations of the gravitational potential Φ, and its
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Figure 11: These figures show the redshift evolution of the normalized DM growth rate δc/a
(left), and the normalized combination of a2ρcδc (right) appearing in the Poisson equation,
at wave number k = 0.1hMpc−1. All model parameters are the same as those used in Fig.
7.
conformal time derivative Φ′, reduce to the following
Φ ' − λˆ
2
2
 κ2
H2
(
3Hφ′δφ+ φ′δφ′ + a2V,φδφ
)
+ 3
∑
i=b,r,c
Ωiδi
 , (6.1)
Φ′ ' 1
2
(
κ2φ′δφ− 2HΦ) . (6.2)
Moreover, in this small–scale limit, the evolution of the perturbed scalar field is now governed
by the equation
δφ′′ + 2Hδφ′ + λˆ−2H2δφ ' a2δQ , (6.3)
in which we have neglected terms proportional to Φ
( ∼ λˆ2). Furthermore, we assumed that
the term proportional to φ′2 is much less than λˆ−2, and that the potential is flat enough
so that the V,φφ term is negligible with respect to λˆ
−2. The homogeneous solution of Eq.
(6.3) averages out to a zero contribution to the perturbed scalar field solution in the very
small–scale limit, leaving only the inhomogeneous solution, which, on averaging over the
oscillations and neglecting the contributions from δφ′′ and δφ′ (this can be further checked a
posteriori), is found to be approximately equal to:
δφ ' λˆ2a2H−2δQ . (6.4)
In this limit, the perturbation of the coupling function, defined by Eq. (A2.11), simplifies
significantly to [33, 35]
δQ ' Qδc . (6.5)
Since δφ is of the order of λˆ2, Eq. (6.1) reduces to the standard Poisson equation
Φ ' −3
2
λˆ2
∑
i=b,r,c
Ωiδi . (6.6)
From the term a2ρcδc appearing on the right hand side of Eq. (6.6), one can determine if this
quantity changes drastically in these interacting DE models, which would then lead to a time-
evolving gravitational potential. From Fig. 11, we can see that although the growth rates
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at late–times can differ from one another (especially when large couplings are considered),
the combination a2ρcδc does not change appreciably, thus leaving a small imprint of the ISW
effect on the CMB temperature power spectrum, in agreement with the results obtained in
section 4. This is an unusual behaviour of these models, since normally cosmological models
with different growth history give rise to a distinguishable ISW effect [64].
Furthermore, the evolution of the coupled pressureless fluid density contrast is now
governed by the differential equation
δ′′c +Heff δ′c −
3
2
H2 Geff
G
Ωcδc =
3
2
H2 (Ωbδb + Ωrδr) . (6.7)
Hence, the coupled fluid perturbations experience effectively different values of H and G due
to the interaction [35],
Heff
H = 1−
1
H
Q
ρc
φ′ ,
Geff
G
= 1 +
2
κ2
Q2
ρ2c
. (6.8)
Thus, the introduction of a coupling between the DE scalar field and DM, induces a modifica-
tion in the damping term together with an amplification of Newton’s gravitational constant
in Eq. (6.7). Moreover, the added contribution in the effective gravitational constant is
independent from the sign of the coupling function.
Since baryons satisfy the standard uncoupled equation for the evolution of the baryon
density contrast, we expect that there will be a bias between baryons and coupled DM. We
study this in the DM dominated scenario, |Ωcδc|  |Ωbδb|  |Ωrδr|, and define a constant
bias b, by δb = b δc. We can easily determine the bias by writing Eq. (6.7) and a similar one
for baryons (in which we also neglect the term proportional to its sound speed) in terms of
the coupled DM growth parameter fc = d ln δc/dN , where N = ln a. Indeed, we find that
the growth rate equations of baryons and coupled DM reduce to
dfc
dN
+ f2c +
1
2
(1− 3weff) fc − 3
2
Ωc
b
= 0 , (6.9)
dfc
dN
+ f2c +
1
2
(
1− 3weff − 2Q
ρc
dφ
dN
)
fc − 3
2
Geff
G
Ωc = 0 , (6.10)
respectively, where we defined a total effective equation of state, as customary called in
dynamical systems analysis (not to be confused with the previously defined effective equations
of state), which characterises the expansion rate as
1
H
dH
dN
= −1
2
(1 + 3weff) . (6.11)
From Eq. (6.9) and Eq. (6.10), one arrives to a simplified expression for the bias
b =
3Ωc
2Qρc
dφ
dN fc + 3
Geff
G Ωc
. (6.12)
Indeed, as a result of unequal couplings of these pressureless species, a time-dependent bias
develops between them.
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6.1 Analytical solutions in interacting dark energy models
We will now briefly discuss some analytical solutions of Eq. (6.7) at four particular coupled
fixed points in the DM dominated era. The effective equation of state defined in Eq. (6.11)
is constant at these fixed points, thus the scale factor evolves as a ∼ τ2/(1+3weff). The fixed
points of the coupled models that we are considering in this work have been extensively
discussed in Ref. [65], which we now follow. For this section only, we shall consider the
following coupling and scalar field potential functions
C(φ) = e2ακφ , D(φ) = D4Me
2(α+β)κφ , V (φ) = V 40 e
−λκφ , (6.13)
where we recall that α, DM , β, V0, and λ are constants. At any fixed point, one can conve-
niently write Eq. (6.7) as follows
d2δc
dN2
+ ξ1
dδc
dN
+ ξ2δc = 0 , (6.14)
where ξ1 and ξ2 are both constants which depend on the phase-space coordinates of that
particular fixed point. Thus, the solution of the coupled DM density contrast is
δc = c+a
m+ + c−am− , m± =
1
2
(
−ξ1 ±
√
ξ21 − 4ξ2
)
, (6.15)
where c± are integration constants. Moreover, from Eq. (6.6) we find that at these fixed
points Φ ∼ a−1−3weff+m± .
Disformal fixed points
We shall consider the two disformal fixed points (3)(d) and (4)(d), reported in Ref. [65]. For
the fixed point (3)(d), which exists when β ≥
√
3/2, we find that this leads to a non–standard
growth index
m± =
1
2
{
− 5 + 3β
(
2β −
√
4β2 − 6
)
±
√
1− 2β
{√
4β2 − 6 + β
[
1− 2β
(
2β −
√
4β2 − 6
)]} }
.
(6.16)
Similarly, the disformal fixed point (4)(d), which exists for β ≤ −
√
3/2, is characterised by
the growth index
m± =
1
2
{
− 5 + 3β
(
2β +
√
4β2 − 6
)
±
√
1 + 2β
{√
4β2 − 6 + β
[
−1 + 2β
(
2β +
√
4β2 − 6
)]} }
.
(6.17)
In Fig. 12, we illustrate the growth index as a function of the coupling parameter β for both
disformal fixed points. At these fixed points, a non–standard growth index is only obtained
for a restricted range of the parameter β. Moreover, we find that for the values of β that we
are considering, Φ is a constant to a very good approximation.
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Figure 12: This is a plot showing the growth index m+, as a function of the coupling
parameter β, for the disformal fixed points (3)(d) and (4)(d). The shaded yellow region
depicts the range of values of −√3/2 < β < √3/2, at which both fixed points are not
defined.
Conformal fixed points
We will now cover the conformal scaling fixed point ((8)(d) in Ref. [65]), and another transient
fixed point which appears in the DM dominated era giving rise to a scalar field matter
dominated regime (φMDE) ((6)(d) in Ref. [65]). The latter fixed point is characterised by
m+ = 1 + 2α
2 , m− = −3
2
+ α2 , (6.18)
leading to an enhanced growth rate of coupled DM when compared with the uncoupled
scenario. Moreover, Φ is a constant at the φMDE growing mode solution.
On the other hand, for the conformal scaling fixed point we have
m± =
1
4
[
−1 + 9weff ±
√
(1− 9weff)2 + 24 (1− Ωφ)
(
1 +
6w2eff
Ωφ + weff
) ]
, (6.19)
where we used Ωφ = 1 − Ωc. This growing mode solution gives rise to an enhanced growth
of the DM perturbations, and to an anomalous ISW effect in the CMB power spectrum [66].
In Fig. 13 we illustrate the growth index m+, as a function of α and λ, where we have also
used the relations
Ωφ =
3 + α(α+ λ)
(α+ λ)2
, weff = − α
α+ λ
. (6.20)
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Figure 13: This is a contour plot of the growth index m+, for the conformal scaling fixed
point as a function of the conformal coupling parameter α, and the slope of the exponential
potential λ.
7 Conclusions
Although the concordance model of cosmology is found to be in an excellent agreement
with current cosmological observations, the theoretical framework is not fully satisfactory.
Consequently, alternative scenarios have been extensively studied in the literature mostly to
address the puzzling late–time accelerated expansion of the Universe.
In this work, we have considered a coupled quintessence model, in which the accelerated
cosmic expansion is powered by the quintessence scalar field which is explicitly coupled to
DM. In particular, the dark sector constituents were coupled via a conformal and a disformal
coupling, whereas the baryonic and radiation sectors followed their standard cosmic evolution.
The main aim of this paper was to study the cosmological implications of such a coupling,
and to shed light on the characteristic signatures of the uncoupled, conformal, disformal, and
mixed coupled models, thereby extending and clarifying the results of Ref. [35].
The interaction between DE and DM can be viewed as an energy exchange mechanism
between the two dark sector elements. This has been discussed while presenting the back-
ground evolution of the coupled models, in which one can easily observe that a disformal
coupling is characterised by late–time modifications of the cosmic history, unlike the pure
conformally coupled model.
In order to study the implications of the dark sector coupling on the CMB temperature
power spectrum, we have considered the multipole separation of the location of the peaks
in the CMB temperature power spectrum together with the ISW effect. For the former,
we presented an analytical approach which enabled us to look at all the different coupled
models being considered in this paper. The deviations of the conformally coupled model
from the ΛCDM model were found to be much larger than those in the mixed and the
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disformally coupled models. Indeed, we found that one is not able to distinguish between
the concordance model and the coupled models which include a disformal coupling by only
looking at the deviation of the CMB peak separation from the ΛCDM model. Moreover, we
found that the discrepancy that arises from the ISW effect between the coupled quintessence
models and the ΛCDM model, is not able to decipher the models from one another due to
the uncertainty attributed with cosmic variance.
We then considered the cosmological imprints on the growth of structure in interacting
DE models. By plotting the expansion history against the growth history, we were able to
clearly distinguish between the interacting DE models themselves along with the uncoupled
model. We found that the coupling between DE and DM leads to an enhanced growth with
respect to the uncoupled quintessence model, particularly in coupled models which include a
disformal coupling. Furthermore, we discussed the matter growth rate function as a function
of the wave number, which extends from the small–scales to the large–scales, as well as a
function of the redshift. We found that the matter growth rate function is enhanced on small–
scales as compared to large–scales in all interacting DE models. This observed enhancement
was then studied via the small–scale approximation of the perturbation equations, in which
we also discussed analytical solutions to the coupled DM density contrast at four specific
fixed points.
Interestingly enough, disformal couplings were characterised by distinctive intermediate–
scales and time–dependent damped oscillations in the matter growth rate function. This en-
abled us to further distinguish the coupled models making use of the disformal coupling from
the rest. Forthcoming cosmological surveys should be able to measure the time–dependence
and scale–dependence of the matter growth rate function, which could then provide additional
constraints for these interacting DE models.
It remains to be seen whether and how the models studied here can be embedded in a
more fundamental theory. First steps in this direction have been taken in Ref. [36]. Clearly,
more work needs to be done.
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Appendix A: Evolution of perturbations in interacting dark energy models
We here present the equations governing the evolution of perturbations in our coupled models,
in which we consider the perturbation equations for a generic interacting perfect fluid. The
study of the growth of small perturbations about an FRW metric, given by the line element in
Eq. (2.10), is an asset in the understanding of the real Universe [67–70]. We will first discuss
the relevant equations in the synchronous gauge, and we later derive the equations that
govern the evolution of perturbations in the conformal Newtonian gauge. For the numerical
solutions of our models, although the synchronous gauge equations were used throughout
the paper, we have checked that the obtained results in both gauges agree with one another.
The exact numerical solutions were computed in the Boltzmann code CLASS.
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Appendix A1: Synchronous gauge
The line element in the synchronous gauge is given by
ds2 = a2(τ)
[−dτ2 + (δij + hij) dxidxj] , (A1.1)
with metric perturbation hij . We adopt the convention of Ref. [70] and use the two metric
perturbation fields h and η expressed in Fourier space k. In order to compute the first–order
perturbed Einstein field equations δGµν = 8piG
∑
δTµν , we need the first–order perturbation
of the zeroth–order energy–momentum tensor specified in Eq. (2.9), leading to
δTµν = (δρ+ δp) u¯
µu¯ν + δpδ
µ
ν + (ρ+ p) (δu
µu¯ν + u¯
µδuν) + pΠ
µ
ν , (A1.2)
where u¯µ is the zeroth–order four–velocity of the fluid, with δuµ being its first–order per-
turbation. Moreover, Πµν is the traceless anisotropic stress tensor which characterises the
difference between the perturbed fluid and a perfect fluid. The perturbations of the energy
density δρ, and pressure δp, are of the same order as the metric perturbations. The perturbed
Einstein field equations reduce to the following set of coupled differential equations
k2η − 1
2
Hh′ = −4piGa2
∑
δρ , (A1.3)
k2η′ = 4piGa2
∑
ρ(1 + w)θ , (A1.4)
h′′ + 2Hh′ − 2k2η = −24piGa2
∑
δp , (A1.5)
h′′ + 6η′′ + 2H (h′ + 6η′)− 2k2η = −24piGa2∑ ρ(1 + w)σ , (A1.6)
where the sum is over the DM, radiation, and DE fluids as explicitly written in Eq. (2.3). The
re–defined anisotropic stress perturbation σ, is related to the scalar part of the anisotropic
stress tensor Π, as defined in Eq. (A1.2), by the relation σ = 2wΠ/3(1 + w). Moreover, the
divergence of the fluid velocity is denoted by θ.
The perturbed continuity and Euler equations of the uncoupled baryonic and radiation
(photons and massless neutrinos) sectors are governed by the standard first–order perturba-
tion equations δTµν;µ = 0, which simplify to the following set of coupled differential equations
δ′i + 3H
(
δpi
δρi
− wi
)
δi = − (1 + wi)
(
θi +
h′
2
)
, (A1.7)
θ′i +
[
H (1− 3wi) + w
′
i
1 + wi
]
θi =
δpi
δρi
k2δi
1 + wi
− k2σi , (A1.8)
where i = {b, r}, and the density contrast is denoted by δ ≡ δρ/ρ. We recall that for the
radiation sector wr = δpr/δρr = 1/3, and for baryons wb = δpb/δρb  1 with σb = 0. The
only non–negligible contribution of the shear stress comes from the radiation sector [70],
which we include in our numerical solutions.
For the coupled fluid, the conservation equation is modified according to Eq. (2.7),
leading to the following perturbed continuity and Euler equations
δ′c + 3H
(
δpc
δρc
− wc
)
δc = − (1 + wc)
(
θc +
h′
2
)
+
Q
ρc
φ′δc − Q
ρc
δφ′ − φ
′
ρc
δQ , (A1.9)
θ′c +
[
H (1− 3wc) + w
′
c
1 + wc
]
θc =
δpc
δρc
k2δc
1 + wc
+
Q
ρc
φ′θc − Q
ρc(1 + wc)
k2δφ , (A1.10)
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which are valid for a coupled shear–free fluid with equation of state wc. The perturbation of
the coupled DE scalar field is denoted by δφ, and its evolution is governed by the following
perturbed Klein–Gordon equation
δφ′′ + 2Hδφ′ + (a2V,φφ + k2) δφ+ h′
2
φ′ = a2δQ . (A1.11)
The corresponding perturbation of the coupling function Q is given by
δQ = − ρc
a2C +D
(
a2ρc − φ′2
) (B1δc +B2h′ +B3δφ′ +B4δφ) , (A1.12)
where
B1 =
1
2
a2C,φ
(
1− 3δpc
δρc
)
− 3HD
(
1 +
δpc
δρc
)
φ′ − a2D (V,φ −Q)−Dφ′2
(
C,φ
C
− D,φ
2D
)
,
(A1.13)
B2 =− 1
2
Dφ′ (1 + wc) , (A1.14)
B3 =− 3HD (1 + wc)− 2Dφ′
(
Q
ρc
+
C,φ
C
− D,φ
2D
)
, (A1.15)
B4 =
1
2
a2C,φφ (1− 3wc)− (1 + wc) k2D − a2DV,φφ − a2D,φV,φ − 3HD,φ (1 + wc)φ′
−Dφ′2
(
C,φφ
C
− C
2
,φ
C2
+
C,φD,φ
CD
− 1
2
D,φφ
D
)
+
Q
ρc
(
a2C,φ + a
2D,φρc −D,φφ′2
)
.
(A1.16)
For the pure disformal scenario, i.e. when C(φ) = 1, the perturbation of Q simplifies to the
following equation
δQ(d) =
[(
a2 −Dφ′2
) Q
ζ
− 3HDρc
ζ
(
wc − δpc
δρc
)
φ′
]
δc +
Dφ′ρc
ζ
(1 + wc)
h′
2
− ρc
ζ2
δφ′
{
a2D,φφ
′ (1 +Dρc)−D2
[
2a2V,φφ
′ + 3H (1 + wc)
(
a2ρc + φ
′2
)]
− 3a2HD (1 + wc)
}
+ δφ
{
k2
Dρc
ζ
(1 + wc) +
ρc
2ζ
(
2a2DV,φφ −D,φφφ′2
)
+
ρc
2ζ2
[
2a2D,φ
(
a2V,φ + 3Hφ′ (1 + wc)
)
+D2,φφ
′2
(
a2ρc − φ′2
)]}
,
(A1.17)
where we define ζ = a2 + D
(
a2ρc − φ′2
)
. In the absence of a disformal coupling the above
perturbation equations simplify considerably. Indeed, in the pure conformal case (see also
Ref. [20]), the perturbed continuity and Euler equations for a generic coupled fluid reduce
to
δ′c + 3
(
δpc
δρc
− wc
)(
H+ 1
2
(lnC),φ φ
′
)
δc
= − (1 + wc)
(
θc +
h′
2
)
+
1
2
(1− 3wc)
[
(lnC),φ δφ
′ + (lnC),φφ φ
′δφ
]
, (A1.18)
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θ′c +
[
H (1− 3wc) + w
′
c
1 + wc
+
1
2
(lnC),φ (1− 3wc)φ′
]
θc
= k2
[
δpc
δρc
δc
1 + wc
+
1
2
(lnC),φ
(
1− 3wc
1 + wc
)
δφ
]
, (A1.19)
and the perturbed Klein–Gordon equation reduces to
δφ′′ + 2Hδφ′ +
[
k2 + a2V,φφ +
1
2
a2ρc (1− 3wc) (lnC),φφ
]
δφ
= −1
2
h′φ′ − 1
2
a2ρc (lnC),φ
(
1− 3δpc
δρc
)
δc .
(A1.20)
From Eq. (A1.20), one immediately observes that the conformal coupling modifies the DE
mass term by an effective mass term proportional to the second field derivative of the log-
arithm of the conformal coupling. We should further mention that the above perturbation
equations can be obtained from the Newtonian gauge perturbation equations, presented
in Appendix A2, by applying a gauge transformation [69, 70]. One can easily obtain the
synchronous gauge perturbed coupling δQsyn, by applying a gauge transformation to the cor-
responding perturbed coupling expression in the conformal Newtonian gauge δQcon, where
these are related by δQsyn = δQcon −Q′k−2 (h′/2 + 3η′), with Q being the background cou-
pling function given by Eq. (2.17).
Appendix A2: Newtonian gauge
In the conformal Newtonian gauge [69], the perturbations are characterised by the scalar
potentials Ψ and Φ which appear in the line element as
ds2 = a2(τ)
[− (1 + 2Ψ) dτ2 + (1− 2Φ) δijdxidxj] , (A2.1)
leading to the Newtonian gauge perturbed Einstein field equations
k2Φ + 3H (Φ′ +HΨ) = −4piGa2∑ δρ , (A2.2)
k2
(
Φ′ +HΨ) = 4piGa2∑ ρ(1 + w)θ , (A2.3)
Φ′′ +H (Ψ′ + 2Φ′)+ Ψ (H2 + 2H′)+ k2
3
(Φ−Ψ) = 4piGa2
∑
δp , (A2.4)
k2 (Φ−Ψ) = 12piGa2
∑
ρ(1 + w)σ , (A2.5)
where we made use of the same re–definition of the anisotropic stress as introduced in the
synchronous gauge calculation. The uncoupled baryonic and radiation sectors satisfy the
standard perturbed conservation equations
δ′i + 3H
(
δpi
δρi
− wi
)
δi = − (1 + wi)
(
θi − 3Φ′
)
, (A2.6)
θ′i +
[
H (1− 3wi) + w
′
i
1 + wi
]
θi = k
2
[
Ψ +
δpi
δρi
δi
1 + wi
]
− k2σi , (A2.7)
where i = {b, r}, while the perturbed evolution of a generic shear–free coupled fluid is
governed by the modified perturbed continuity and Euler equations
δ′c + 3H
(
δpc
δρc
− wc
)
δc = − (1 + wc)
(
θc − 3Φ′
)
+
Q
ρc
φ′δc − Q
ρc
δφ′ − φ
′
ρc
δQ , (A2.8)
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θ′c +
[
H (1− 3wc) + w
′
c
1 + wc
]
θc = k
2
[
Ψ +
δpc
δρc
δc
1 + wc
]
+
Q
ρc
φ′θc − Q
ρc (1 + wc)
k2δφ .
(A2.9)
The evolution of the perturbed scalar field is governed by the perturbed Klein–Gordon equa-
tion
δφ′′ + 2Hδφ′ + (k2 + a2V,φφ) δφ = (Ψ′ + 3Φ′)φ′ − 2a2V,φΨ + a2δQ+ 2a2QΨ . (A2.10)
In this gauge the perturbation of the coupling function Q, defined by Eq. (2.17), is given by
[13]
δQ = − ρc
a2C +D
(
a2ρc − φ′2
) (B˜1δc + B˜2Φ′ + B˜3Ψ + B˜4δφ′ + B˜5δφ) , (A2.11)
where
B˜1 =
1
2
a2C,φ
(
1− 3δpc
δρc
)
− 3HD
(
1 +
δpc
δρc
)
φ′ − a2D (V,φ −Q)−Dφ′2
(
C,φ
C
− D,φ
2D
)
,
(A2.12)
B˜2 =3Dφ
′ (1 + wc) , (A2.13)
B˜3 =6HDφ′ (1 + wc) + 2Dφ′2
(
Q
ρc
+
C,φ
C
− D,φ
2D
)
, (A2.14)
B˜4 =− 3HD (1 + wc)− 2Dφ′
(
Q
ρc
+
C,φ
C
− D,φ
2D
)
, (A2.15)
B˜5 =
1
2
a2C,φφ (1− 3wc)− (1 + wc) k2D − a2DV,φφ − a2D,φV,φ − 3HD,φ (1 + wc)φ′
−Dφ′2
(
C,φφ
C
− C
2
,φ
C2
+
C,φD,φ
CD
− 1
2
D,φφ
D
)
+
Q
ρc
(
a2C,φ + a
2D,φρc −D,φφ′2
)
.
(A2.16)
For the pure disformal scenario, the above perturbation equation for the coupling function
simplifies to the following
δQ(d) =
[(
a2 −Dφ′2
) Q
ζ
− 3HDρc
ζ
(
wc − δpc
δρc
)
φ′
]
δc − 3Dφ
′ρc
ζ
(1 + wc) Φ
′
− a
2φ′ρc
ζ2
{−D,φφ′ (1 +Dρc) + 2D2 [V,φφ′ + 3H (1 + wc) ρc]+ 6HD (1 + wc)}Ψ
− ρc
ζ2
δφ′
{
a2D,φφ
′ (1 +Dρc)−D2
[
2a2V,φφ
′ + 3H (1 + wc)
(
a2ρc + φ
′2
)]
− 3a2HD (1 + wc)
}
+ δφ
{
k2
Dρc
ζ
(1 + wc) +
ρc
2ζ
(
2a2DV,φφ −D,φφφ′2
)
+
ρc
2ζ2
[
2a2D,φ
(
a2V,φ + 3Hφ′ (1 + wc)
)
+D2,φφ
′2
(
a2ρc − φ′2
)]}
,
(A2.17)
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where ζ = a2 + D
(
a2ρc − φ′2
)
, as defined in Appendix A1. This expression for δQ agrees
with the equation given in Ref. [33] for the case of disformally coupled pressureless fluid. As
in the synchronous gauge, the above equations simplify significantly in the pure conformally
coupled case. Indeed, in the absence of a disformal coupling, the perturbed conservation
equations for the coupled fluid reduce to
δ′c + 3
(
δpc
δρc
− wc
)(
H+ 1
2
(lnC),φ φ
′
)
δc
= − (1 + wc)
(
θc − 3Φ′
)
+
1
2
(1− 3wc)
[
(lnC),φ δφ
′ + (lnC),φφ φ
′δφ
]
, (A2.18)
θ′c +
[
H (1− 3wc) + w
′
c
1 + wc
+
1
2
(lnC),φ (1− 3wc)φ′
]
θc
= k2
[
Ψ +
δpc
δρc
δc
1 + wc
+
1
2
(lnC),φ
(
1− 3wc
1 + wc
)
δφ
]
, (A2.19)
while the perturbed Klein–Gordon equation simplifies as follows
δφ′′ + 2Hδφ′ +
[
k2 + a2V,φφ +
1
2
a2ρc (1− 3wc) (lnC),φφ
]
δφ
=
(
Ψ′ + 3Φ′
)
φ′ − 1
2
a2ρc (lnC),φ
(
1− 3δpc
δρc
)
δc − a2
[
2V,φ + (lnC),φ (1− 3wc) ρc
]
Ψ .
(A2.20)
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